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Realising de Sitter vacua in string theory is challenging. For this reason it has been conjectured
that de Sitter vacua inhabit the Swampland of inconsistent low-energy effective theories coupled to
gravity. Since de Sitter is an attractor for ΛCDM, the conjecture calls ΛCDM into question. Reality
appears sympathetic to this idea as local measurements of the Hubble constant H0 are also at odds
with ΛCDM analysis of Planck data. This tension suggests that the de Sitter state is unstable,
thereby implying a turning point in the Hubble parameter. We present a model relieving this
tension, which predicts a turning at small positive redshift z∗ that is dictated by present-day matter
density ωm. This feature is easily identified by homogeneous surveys covering redshifts z ≤ 0.1. We
comment on the implications for the Swampland program.
Introduction - String theory enjoys a billing as the lead-
ing candidate for a theory of quantum gravity. It is well-
documented that the theory permits a rich landscape of
vacua, so much so that de Sitter vacua may be plenti-
ful. However, the theory appears to secretly abhor de
Sitter and each manifestation is subject to some criticism
(see [1–3]). The lack of acceptable de Sitter vacua has
prompted the conjecture [4] that de Sitter belongs to in-
consistent low-energy effective theories coupled to gravity,
which are deemed to inhabit the Swampland [5, 6]. This
conjecture has attracted considerable attention [7–15].
Concretely, the conjecture consists of two criteria. The
first states that theories with large scalar field excursions
in reduced Planck unitsMp = (8piG)
−1/2 are inconsistent,
while the second affirms that the gradient of the potential
V of a canonically normalised scalar field in a consistent
gravity theory must satisfy the bound,
Mp|∇φV | ≥ V c, (1)
where c is a constant of order unity, c ∼ O(1).
Quintessence models naturally satisfy this bound [7].
The constraint (1) is intriguing. First and foremost,
it precludes de Sitter vacua where ∇φV = 0, thus rul-
ing out ΛCDM even when c ≪ 1. Secondly, (1) repre-
sents a marriage of the requirements of early inflation-
ary and late-time dark energy cosmology. In the wake of
Planck, potentials are required to be flat, i. e. ∇φV small,
whereas we also require that any cosmological constant, in
other words, the potential, at late times also be small. In
principle, this requires double fine-tuning, but this can be
avoided if the potential and its gradient are related.
Recalling that one realisation of de Sitter is an asymp-
totic future attractor for the ΛCDM cosmological model,
and ΛCDM captures beautifully measurements of the Cos-
mic Microwave Background (CMB) anisotropies due to
Planck [16], one can recognise that the conjecture is in
obvious conflict with ΛCDM. In this note we assume the
conjecture is correct and attempt a reconciliation with
ΛCDM. To this end there are two possibilities: either a
deviation from ΛCDM happens in the past at positive red-
shift (z > 0), so that it is observable and of interest to sci-
ence, or it happens in the future (z < 0) and is the subject
of science fiction. In light of the recent tension in the Hub-
ble constant H0 between its local value H0 = 73.48± 1.66
km s−1 Mpc−1 [17] and the Planck result based on ΛCDM
H0 = 66.93 ± 0.62 km s
−1 Mpc−1 [19], it is natural to
entertain the prospect that some departure happens at
positive redshift. See [20–41] for attempts to explain the
tension.
The question then is how will this deviation from ΛCDM
manifest itself? In this letter, we provide an alterna-
tive late-time cosmology. First, note that at low redshift,
z < 2, physics is dominated by only two parameters from
the six of ΛCDM: the Hubble constant H0 and matter
density ωm at redshift z = 0. While ΛCDM leads to a
Hubble parameter H(z) satisfying H ′(z) > 0 everywhere,
ΛCDM in the Swampland suggests otherwise: an unstable
de Sitter state giving rise to a turning point H ′(z∗) = 0 at
some low redshift z∗. In the most dramatic scenario, H(z)
diverges in the distant future, driven by w < −1 [42].
Here we consider a model with turning point at a critical
redshift z∗ = z∗(ωm) that alleviates the H0 tension [43].
Governed by the exact same parameters (H0, ωm) as late-
time ΛCDM, it allows a direct comparison with ΛCDM
against current data. A key prediction of this model is the
existence of a turning point in H(z) at small positive z∗,
here proposed as a new observable. As such, it is easily
identified or falsified by upcoming experiments. Impor-
tantly, this potential outcome is consistent with current
data, some of which already suggest H(z) is constant at
small z [44, 45] with a discernible preference for an equa-
tion of state w < −1 [38–41]. This observational trend is
difficult to ignore. Somewhat understandably, since the
Null Energy Condition (NEC) is violated [46–48], there
are fewer theoretical models explaining such data, for ex-
ample [49–51], making our holographic model one of the
few games in town.
Dark energy - The Swampland conjecture not only finds
support inH0 tension, but the status of one closely mirrors
the other. On one hand, there is no proof that de Sitter
vacua inhabit the Swampland, while on the other, the data
supporting H0 tension is inconclusive. Thus, on its own
neither is satisfactory, but taken together, they point to
a future (−1 < z < 0) distinct from the de Sitter state
2predicted by ΛCDM.
The simplest deviation from ΛCDM is to make dark
energy dynamical. A common approach is to make the
equation of state w redshift dependent [39, 40], but this
introduces an extra parameter, thus making it easier to fit
data. Instead, we begin with a physical argument based on
holography and identify a minimal model with the same
number of parameters as ΛCDM at late times. For sim-
plicity we set Newton’s constant and the velocity of light
equal to 1, leaving M2p = 1/8pi.
To get oriented, we recall that late-time cosmology of
ΛCDM is governed by two constants: H0 and ωm, the
combined baryonic and cold dark matter (CDM) density
today (z = 0). Assuming pressure due to matter is zero,
pm = 0, one can solve the continuity equation for matter
density ρm, before substituting back into the remaining
Einstein equation to find an analytic solution for the nor-
malised Hubble parameter h(z) ≡ H(z)/H0,
hΛCDM(z) =
√
1− ωm + ωm(1 + z)3. (2)
Note, in deriving this expression, we have made use of the
following relation between time and redshift,
d
dt
= −(1 + z)H
d
dz
, (3)
thus allowing us to switch between time and the more
natural parameter relevant for astronomy.
Turning point - While ΛCDM is one possibility for the
normalised Hubble parameter, assuming analyticity at z =
0, one can Taylor expand:
h(z) = 1 + (1 + q0)z +
1
2
(Q0 + q0(1 + q0))z
2 + b3z
3 . . .(4)
with coefficients expressed in terms of the values (q0, Q0)
at z = 0 of the deceleration parameter q(z) and its deriva-
tive Q(z) (similar but not identical to the jerk parameter
j)
q(z) = −1 + (1 + z)H−1H ′(z), Q(z) = q′(z). (5)
This cubic polynomial provides a minimal model-
independent setting to capture (H0, q0, Q0) of an analytic
cosmological evolution.
Simply differentiating (2) one can quickly confirm that
ΛCDM only permits a constant value of h(z) at asymp-
totic infinity, namely z = −1, so there is no turning point.
Returning to our cubic polynomial, for small z a turning
point exists at
z∗ ≃ −
(1 + q0)
Q0 + q0(1 + q0)
. (6)
In contrast to ΛCDM, for models with a turning point at
positive z, which are thus observable, assuming Q0 > 0,
we require q0 < −1. We turn our attention to a model
with just such a feature.
Holographic model - Our model is defined by a dynam-
ical cosmological constant of the form [52]
Λ = (1− q)H2, (7)
where q is the deceleration parameter (5). The idea then is
to simply replace Λ with this expression in the Friedmann
equations and resolve. Doing so, consistency of (7) with
the Einstein equations demands that we introduce a neg-
ative “dark pressure”, which takes the form p = H2M2p q.
This may be attributed to the cosmological vacuum be-
ing dispersive: super-horizon scale fluctuations (ω < ω0)
acquire imaginary wave numbers, which gives rise to nega-
tive pressures p - a hallmark property of dark energy. Our
model has a number of similarities with Li’s holographic
model [53]. Our independent analysis agrees that the rel-
evant modification should be of order H2 [54] (based on
arguments presented in [55]), but there is no free con-
stant parameter, so it is more constrained and therefore
falsifiable. A further important difference is our apparent
horizon is a past horizon, which makes the turning point
observable.
These comments aside, this leaves us with the task of
solving the first Friedmann equation, which under the as-
sumption that there is usual matter density, reduces to a
single ODE:
y′(z) = 3(1 + z)2ωme
−2y −
1
1 + z
. (8)
where we have introduced y(z) = log h(z). The ODE per-
mits an exact solution [43]:
hDDE(z) =
√
1 + (6/5)ωm[(1 + z)5 − 1]
1 + z
. (9)
It is worth noting that there are still two constants,
thereby facilitating direct comparison with ΛCDM. We
stress that the model only depends on two parameters, so
it should not be regarded as a replacement for ΛCDM,
but simply a model offering contrasting behaviour at low
redshift z < 2. Despite not being a complete cosmology,
it appears to perform well [43] when confronted with cos-
mological measurements of H(z) [56].
Figure 1 illustrates this cosmological evolution along-
side that of ΛCDM in the same two parameters. It high-
lights a common epoch of matter dominated evolution
(q = 1/2, total pressure zero) yet distinct behavior to-
wards the present and future. For this model the associ-
ated dark energy equation of state between pressure pΛ
and energy density ρΛ, pΛ = wρΛ, may be expressed as
w =
2q − 1
1− q
, (10)
which is in contrast to the w = −1 value in ΛCDM.
Input from data -We now have an alternative cosmology
based on a holographic argument, which provides a con-
crete example of a model with a turning point. As stated,
the current status of the data is inconclusive. That being
said the tension between local measurements of H0 [17]
and Planck analysis based on ΛCDM [19] is difficult to
ignore. Our goal here is simply to fix the two free param-
eters in the dynamical dark energy model using the exist-
ing tentative data. To that end, we import measurements
of the Hubble parameter H(z) [56], which we restrict to
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FIG. 1: Normalised cosmological evolution according to (8)
and ΛCDM (2). While evolution are relatively similar in the
past (z > 0), they are vastly distinct in the future (z < 0).
z < 2, and use nonlinear regression from the MATLAB
toolbox (fitnlm) to extract best-fit values for H0 and ωm:
H0 = 74.9± 2.6 kms
−1Mpc−1, ωm = 0.2719± 0.028.
(11)
Note that the turning point provides a conceptually sim-
ple way to alleviate the tension in H0 and favours the
higher value H0 = 73.48±1.66 kms
−1Mpc−1 from surveys
of the local Universe [17]. This is certainly an agreeable
outcome. However, given an explicit model with an exact
solution (9), we can give a prediction for the turning point
(Figure 2)
z∗ =
(
5− 6ωm
9ωm
) 1
5
− 1 (12)
with the property that z∗ = 0 for ωm = 1/3. Evaluated
for (11) gives
z∗ = 0.07± 0.03. (13)
The NEC Tabν
aνb ≥ 0 for all null-vectors νb imposes
the condition ρ + p ≥ 0, where p is the dark pressure,
and hence [57] H ′(z) ≥ 0. We see that monotonically
increasing H(z) is consistent with the NEC, but when it
is decreasing across a turning point near z = 0, the NEC
is violated, in line with expectations. This corresponds to
w < −1, which places it at odds with the bound 1 + w ≥
0.15c2 [7]. The fact that the NEC is violated tells us that
we cannot expect to embed this model in a quintessence
model. Indeed, attempts to do so lead to the scalar φ
becoming complex before the turning point in the Hubble
parameter is reached.
Discussion - We have introduced a turning point in the
Hubble parameter as a diagnostic of new physics at low
positive redshift. This is a beguilingly simple resolution to
the tension between Planck analysis of CMB data based
on ΛCDM [16] and local measurements of the Hubble con-
stant [17]. Currently, cosmological measurements of the
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FIG. 2: Cosmological evolution outside the Swampland is ex-
pected to violate NEC (w < −1), inevitably giving rise to a
turn z∗ point in H(z). Holography predicts 0 < z∗ < 0.1 as a
new observable accessible by homogeneous supernova surveys
covering extremely low redshifts of the Local Universe. Shown
is the predicted location (12) for various canonical values of
ωm, where z∗ for ωm = 0.27 is illustrative for the anticipated
location suggested by current cosmological data H(z).
Hubble parameter are inconclusive, but the status of the
data will improve rapidly in the coming years, thus making
the presence of a turning point in H(z) easily falsifiable.
Assuming the tension persists, this also certainly rules
out the ΛCDM cosmological model and along with it
the de Sitter vacuum at future asymptotic infinity. In
this sense, H0 tension appears to be supportive of the
Swampland conjecture that de Sitter vacua should be
ruled out. That being said, persistent H0 tension may
present a double-edged sword and already a number of
model-independent studies [38–41] favour a dark energy
equation of state w < −1. This points to a violation of
the NEC and a breakdown in EFT, with obvious implica-
tions for the Swampland program.
Falling outside of the scope of good EFTs, it is un-
derstandable that dark energy models with w < −1 are
poorly studied: theorists have a preference for EFT in
spite of the Planck result, which points to a central value
in this regime. Here, we presented a dynamical dark
energy with a holographic component, providing a con-
crete example of a model with a turning point at redshift
z∗ = 0.07 ± 0.03. The model is described by two free
parameters, H0 and ωm, thus allowing an “apples with
apples” comparison with ΛCDM at late times.
This begs the question again is the tension real? As
highlighted by the recent attention to the problem of sta-
bility of the de Sitter state of cosmology and arguments
presented here, the importance of observations resolving
the H0 tension problem cannot be overstated in identify-
ing the physical nature of late-time cosmology. Our con-
siderations favour the relatively high value of the Hubble
parameter from surveys of the Local Universe in signif-
icant departure from ΛCDM. Independent confirmation
may be established by observations of double neutron star
mergers [58] from the current LIGO O3 run.
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